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There is a LOT of valuable information in this podcast. You can listen to it in one go but it is over 40 

minutes long so you may want to make sure you have set some time aside or listen to it in smaller 

chunks. 

The information in it comes from my many 1000`s of hours of teaching this instrument to over 150 

different beginner students – this podcast is incredibly important and if you apply just some of the 

things you will learn in it you will be a better guitarist who has more fun on this wonderful but 

sometimes frustrating instrument!  

Here is a quick run-down of what is featured in the podcast.  

 

The Mistakes 

 #1 - Technique - Having sloppy, weak or poor technique and not fixing it 

 #2 – Rhythm - Not dedicating enough time to improving your rhythm skills  

 #3 - Errors - Not spending enough time fixing the weak areas of your playing  

 #4 – Self-belief - Accepting negative self-talk and/or not believing you can truly succeed on 

the guitar  

 #5 - Limitations - Spending most of your time only learning strumming songs   

 #6 - Equipment - Having a guitar that is unsuitable for you and/or it being poorly setup! 

 

Links Mentioned In The Podcast 

 Free Stuff (for new subscribers) 

 Technique Blog Posts 

 Classical With A Strap Posture 

 The Ultimate Guide To Barre Chords (for helping you improve your technique) 

 Jamie Andreas - Guitar Principles (a wonderful course on beginner technique) 

 Justin Sandercoe`s Beginner Course (good for once you have basic technique sorted) 

https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/guitardomination/freebies/Guitar+Domination+Podcast+-+The+6+Most+Common+Mistakes+That+99%25+Of+Beginner+Guitarists+Make+(And+How+To+Fix+Them).mp3
https://us8.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=f606010f0b14063393b34c9a9&id=ace229bdd8
https://guitardomination.net/category/technique/
https://guitardomination.net/classical-guitar-position/
https://eliteguitarist.net/out-now-the-ultimate-guide-to-barre-chords-1/
https://guitarprinciples.thinkific.com/courses/the-principles-of-correct-practice-for-guitar?ref=06c1fb
https://www.justinguitar.com/categories/1-beginner-guitar-course


 My Membership Programme (for coaching on technique) 

 The Sub Division Game (for improving rhythm)  

 Negative self-talk and it`s dangers 

 My two favourite guitar Reddit`s (for learning and getting support) #1 Guitar Lessons and #2 

Learn Guitar 

 Fingerpicking Classics Course (to help give you variety in your playing other than only 

learning strumming songs) 

 Top 50 Riffs (again, variety from only doing strumming songs) 

 Finding a guitar suitable for you 

 

Listen to the podcast first or these notes might not make that much sense. Once you have listened 

to it, come back and check out the links to improve the specific areas mentioned.  

Many thanks for listening. 

I`m Dan Thorpe from Guitar Domination and I want to wish you good luck and many 1000`s of happy 

hours with your playing! 

My email for any questions on this podcast or for anything at all on learning guitar! 

hq@guitardomination.net 

https://eliteguitarist.net/egic-2-year-offer/
https://guitardomination.net/mastering-rhythm-basics-the-sub-division-game/
https://guitardomination.net/guitar-beliefs/
https://www.reddit.com/r/guitarlessons/
https://www.reddit.com/r/LearnGuitar/
https://www.reddit.com/r/LearnGuitar/
https://eliteguitarist.net/fingerpicking-classics-2-0-now/
https://guitardomination.net/best-guitar-riffs-for-beginners/
https://guitardomination.net/best-acoustic-electric-guitar/
https://guitardomination.net/

